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November 28, 2012 
 
The Honorable Ron Wyden 
United States Senate 
221 Dirksen Senate Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20510-3703 
 
RE: Avoid the Fiscal Cliff and Oppose Caps on Deductions for Charitable Giving 
 
Dear Senator Wyden, 
 
As nonprofits that serve Oregonians across our state, we are writing to you to express deep concerns 
about the potential impact of the impending sequestration spending cuts on the people we serve. 
Unless Congress acts before January, when federal budget cuts are due to take effect and personal 
taxes are set to increase, Oregon communities will lose tens, possibly hundreds, of millions of dollars in 
needed services, severely impacting many of the people that we serve as well as the very fabric of the 
nonprofit sector. We feel it is imperative that Congress understands that the fiscal cliff is very much a 
human cliff and that citizens in your districts will be hurt. The far-reaching implications of this crisis will 
be devastating to the inter-dependent public and nonprofit social safety net that cares for the most 
vulnerable Oregonians. 
 
There are three specific ways that plans currently being discussed in Washington DC will harm 
Oregonians and the nonprofit sector which serves them: 
 
1. Reduced federal funding to inter-dependent programs.  Across the board spending cuts mean cuts 

to public services, and specifically to charitable nonprofit organizations that depend on federal and 
state funds to implement many community benefit services – services which are even more critical 
in a down economy. Tens of thousands of jobs are at stake and Oregon stands to lose tens of 
millions of dollars in vital services. As an example taken from Under Threat, a report by Sen. Tom 
Harkin, Chairman of the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Labor, Health and Human 
Services, Education, and Related Agencies, the following cuts could be put into place in Oregon: 
 

Departmental Program    FY 13 Sequester Cut 
Child Care and Development Block Grants  $ 2,045,583 
Special Education Grants to States   $10,588,000  
Low Income Home Energy Assistance   $ 3,319,234 
Substance Abuse, Prevention and Treatment  $ 1,388,483 

 
In addition, reductions to programs like Medicaid, food stamps, Head Start, and other essential 
programs also pose substantial challenges for Oregonians that rely on those programs.

http://www.harkin.senate.gov/documents/pdf/500ff3554f9ba.pdf
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2. Off-setting: The dual burden of increased caseload and financing onto nonprofits. As federal and 
state grants are cut for specific human service programs, a significant off-set of those services onto 
the nonprofit sector is expected. Higher unemployment, as a consequence of going over the fiscal 
cliff, will increase demand for nonprofits' services, particularly in healthcare, human services, 
education, and employment programs. A sequestration-induced recession would considerably 
depress the capacity of foundations and private donors alike to meet the current and added 
demands for funding. Reduced giving will mean more cuts to nonprofits’ programs, operations, and 
personnel, creating a vicious cycle of unmet needs. Oregon nonprofits, already stretched by an 
anemic recovery and slowed charitable giving, will not be able to fill the gap created by these new 
burdens.     

 
3. Reductions to the charitable deduction.  Some proposals for deficit reduction include weakening 

the charitable giving incentive or placing general restrictions on itemized deductions for taxpayers. 
The effects on charitable giving would be disastrous. Despite Oregon's higher than national 
average unemployment rate and lower than national average incomes, the Giving in Oregon 2012 
report by The Oregon Community Foundation shows that Oregon consistently ranks above average 
for individual giving. The proposals to cap tax exemptions for giving at any rate would affect 
Oregon giving broadly, but especially at the highest levels of giving, where again Oregon has 
among the most generous donors in the nation.  

 
There are far-reaching implications of the fiscal cliff that all Oregonians should be concerned about, and 
there are specific reductions being proposed which would be catastrophic to the nonprofit sector upon 
which many Oregonians rely. Federal, state, and local governments rely on charitable nonprofits to 
provide essential services for our communities. Nonprofits need both federal block grants received by 
the state, as well as the charitable giving incentive, to get that work done. We ask that you join us in 
standing up for the residents of Oregon served by, working for, and donating to their communities 
through the nonprofit sector. Specifically, we ask that you work with your colleagues in Congress to 
avoid the fiscal cliff and protect the charitable giving incentive. We request a meeting with you or your 
staff members in the coming days to further explain our position. 
 
Respectfully, 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 


